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 . ygThe authors prove that the singular semilinear elliptic equation Du q p x u
 . n 2qa n.s 0, g ) 0, p x G 0, x g R , n G 3, has a unique positive C R solution thatloc
`  .  .  .decays to zero near ` provided H tf t dt - `, where f t s max p x . Fur-0 < x <s t
thermore, they show that this condition on p is nearly optimal. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
We study the singular semilinear elliptic equation
Du q p x uyg s 0, x g V : Rn , 1 .  .
where u satisfies homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The impor-
tance of this problem in scientific applications has been widely recognized
 w x.see 7 . In particular, in the case n s 1, the problem arises in the study of
boundary layer equations for the class of non-Newtonian fluids named
pseudoplastic under the classical conditions for a steady flow over a
 w x.semi-infinite flat plate see 1 . Considered in the context of partial
 .differential equations n ) 1 , the above equation has been the subject of
much study. The equation has a unique classical solution in a bounded
 .domain V, where p x is a sufficiently regular function which is positive
w x  .  .on V 5 . There exist entire positive solutions with g g 0, 1 for p x
w xsufficiently regular 3, 4 . This is generalized to all g ) 0 via the upper and
w x w xlower solution method 6 or other methods 2 .
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In this paper we show the existence and uniqueness of a positive entire
 .solution to 1 vanishing at infinity under relaxed decay and positivity
 . w xconditions on the function p x , taking the early results by 3, 4, 6 to
name a few, as special cases. In the last section, we point out that our
 .decay condition on p x is nearly optimal.
MAIN RESULTS
 . a  n.We consider Eq. 1 in which the nonnegative C R function p
satisfies combinations of the following hypotheses:
 .  .  .  .H1 Wherever p x s 0, ' r ) 0 2 p x ) 0 on ­ B x , r , whereo o
 .B x , r is the ball of radius r centered at x ;o o
 .  . nH1a p x ) 0 ; x g R .
 . `  .  .  .H2 H tf t dt - `, where f t s max p x .0 < x <st
 . nye  .  .H3 lim r f r - ` for some e g 0, 1 ;r ª`
 . ` ny1qg ny2.  .H3a H t f t dt - `.0
 .  < <.  .H4 There exists a positive constant C such that Cf x F p x F
 < <. nf x on R .
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Hypotheses H1a and H2 are sufficient for Eq. 1 to
 . 2qa  2 .ha¨e a unique positi¨ e global solution u x g C R ¨anishing at infinity.loc
 .  .Furthermore, if f also satisfies H3 , then u x decays at the rate of at least
< < ynq2qe .r1qg .x near infinity, where 0 - e g 1.
THEOREM 2. Under the same conditions as gi¨ en in Theorem 1 except that
 .  .  .H1a is replaced by H1 , Eq. 1 has a unique positi¨ e solution ha¨ing the
same decay properties near infinity as the solution gi¨ en in Theorem 1.
 .In order to prove the existence of a solution to 1 , we need to employ a
w xcorresponding result by Lazer and McKenna 5 for bounded domains. We
state it here as a lemma.
LEMMA 1. Let V ; Rn, n G 1, be a bounded domain with smooth
2qa a .  .  .boundary ­ V of class C , 0 - a - 1 . If p g C V , p x ) 0 for all
2qa  .  .x g V and g ) 0, then there exists a unique function u g C V l C V
 .  .such that u x ) 0 for all x g V and u is a solution of 1 ¨anishing on ­ V.
We now prove Theorem 1.
Proof. First we prove the uniqueness. Suppose u and ¨ are solutions of
 .1 both vanishing at infinity. We need only show that u F ¨ for then a
similar argument can be made to produce ¨ F u forcing u s ¨ . Suppose
< <u y ¨ ) 0 at some point. Since u y ¨ ª 0 as x ª `, we know that
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 . nmax u y ¨ exists and is positive. At that point, we have u ) ¨ , 0 G D uR
.  . yg yg .y ¨ s yp x u y ¨ ) 0, a contradiction. Hence u F ¨ .
To prove existence, let u be the unique solution to the equationk
yg < <Du q p x u s 0 for x - k , 2 .  .k k
< <which vanishes on the sphere x s k. This is justified by Lemma 1.
< <Furthermore, we define u s 0 for x ) k. Using the maximum principlek
argument as done above for the uniqueness, it is easy to show that
n 2 n.u F u on R . We now prove there exists a positive function ¨ g C Rk kq1
for which u F ¨ on Rn. To do so, we seek a positive radially symmetrick
solution w of
Dw s y 1 q g f r 3 .  .  .
 < <. n  . 1r1qg .r ' x on R , for which lim w r s 0. Then ¨ ' w will haver ª`
 .the required properties. Indeed, using 3 , it is clear that ¨ satisfies
g gy1 < < 21 q g ¨ D¨ q 1 q g g ¨ =¨ s y 1 q g f r , .  .  .  .
which yields
D¨ F yf r ¨yg . .
In a manner similar to our uniqueness proof above, it is again a straight-
< < nforward argument to show that u F ¨ for x F k and, hence, for all R .k
 .  .To obtain w, we integrate 3 . Since w is radial, 3 becomes
n y 1
Y Xw q w s y 1 q g f . 4 .  .
r
 .Integrating 4 yields
r z1yn ny1w r s K y 1 q g z s f s ds dz , .  .  .H H
0 0
where the constant K must be chosen to ensure that w ) 0 and
 .lim w r s 0. We can chooser ª`
` z1yn ny1K s 1 q g z s f s ds dz , 5 .  .  .H H
0 0
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provided the indicated integral is finite. We now prove that it is, in fact,
finite. Integration by parts produces
r z1yn ny1z s f s ds dz .H H
0 0
r d zy1 2yn ny1s y n y 2 z s f s ds dz .  .H Hdz0 0
r ry1 2yn ny1s n y 2 yr s f s ds q zf z dz . 6 .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 .Now, using L'Hopital's rule, we evaluate the limit of the right side of 6 as
r ª `. We have
r r
2yn ny1lim yr s f s ds q zf z dz .  .H H
rª` 0 0
yH rs ny1f s ds q r ny2H rzf z dz .  .0 0s lim ny2rrª`
r `
s lim zf z dz s zf z dz - `. .  .H H
rª` 0 0
 . 2 n. < <Thus 3 has a positive C R solution that approaches zero as x ª `.
Now we have a bounded increasing sequence
u F ??? F u F u F ??? F ¨1 k kq1
n  . < <for all x g R , where u is the solution of 2 that vanishes on x G k, andk
2  .¨ g C vanishing at infinity. Thus there exists a function, say u x , such
 . nthat u ª u x pointwise in R . Clearly u F ¨ .k
2qa  n.  .We claim that u g C R and thus is a classical solution of 1 . Theloc
 w x.proof is more or less standard see, for example, 5 . For completeness, we
provide the outline here.
Let x g Rn, r ) 0, be arbitrary. Let c be a C` function that is equal too
 .1 on B x , rr2 and zero outside B x , r . We have .o o
D c u s 2 =c ? =u q p , k G 1, .k k k
where p s u Dc q c Du . For fixed r and x , we can choose N so thatk k k o
 .  . yg  . g < <B x , r : B 0, N . Then u F p x ru ;k G N. Hence Du so k N k
<  . yg <  . g `y p x u F p x ru . Together with u F ¨ , we have that the L -normk N k
of p is bounded independent of k, k G N. Thus for k G N, we can writek
c u D c u s B ? = c u q q , 7 .  .  .k k k k k
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w . x `where B s 2u =c , q s c u p y u 2u =c ? =c . Clearly the L -k k k k k k k
 .norms of B and q are bounded independent of k. Integrating 7 overk k
 .B x , r yieldso
2< <= c u dx s y B ? = c u q q dx .  .H Hk k k k
 .  .B x , r B x , ro o
< < < <F c B = c u dx q c .H1 k k 2
 .B x , ro
1r2
2< <F c = c u dx q c , .H1 k 2 / .B x , ro
where c , c , c are some constants independent of k, k G N. Thus we get1 1 2
5  .5 2 2 2  ..= c u F c q 2c . It then follows that the L B x , r -norm ofk 1 2 o
<  . < 2  ..= c u is bounded independent of k, k G N. Hence the L B x , rr2 -k o
< < `norm of =u is bounded independent of k, k G N. Letting c be a Ck 1
 .function that is equal to 1 on B x , rr4 and zero outside B x , rr2 and, .o o
 w x.proceeding in the same line of argument see 5 , we conclude that
2qa  .  .u g C . It then follows immediately that u x is a solution of 1 . Toloc
 . ymcomplete the proof we consider w r rr , where m ) 0 is to be deter-
mined. Letting r ª ` and successively applying L'Hopital's rule yields
 . ym mq2  .  .lim w r rr s lim cr f r , where c s 1rm n y m y 2 , m - nr ª` r ª`
nye  .  .y 2. Hence the assumption that lim r f r - ` is sufficient for w rr ª`
to decay at the rate of rynq2qe near infinity, where 0 - e g 1. Thus the
 .solution u x has a decay rate near infinity of at least that of the upper
ynq2qe .r1qg . .bound ¨ x , which is r . This completes the proof.
 .  .Remark. Our decay condition H3 on p x is in general less restrictive
 .  w x .than the commonly used condition H3a see 3, 4, 6 , for example . In
 .particular, suppose the limit in H3 is positive. Then there is a positive
 . ynqe  .constant c for which f r G cr for r large, which implies that H3a
 .fails to hold for any g ) 0. On the other hand, if H3a holds, our unique
solution is precisely that of the above-mentioned results and, hence, has
the same decay rate.
 .It may also be noted that our theorem does not require hypothesis H4 ,
which is another commonly used condition. We now proceed with Theo-
rem 2.
Proof. We consider
Du q pU x uyg s 0 8 .  .k k
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n U  .  .  < <.in R , where p x s p x q c x rk, k s 1, 2, . . . , c is any smooth
 .  .function for which c t ) 0, for t G 0 and c satisfies H2 . We have
U n  .p ) 0 ; x g R . By Theorem 1, 8 has a unique positive solution u ª 0k
< <as x ª `. Clearly
< <c x . ygDu q p x q u G 0. .kq1 kq1 /k
The maximum principle then implies that u G u . Thus we have ak kq1
decreasing sequence
u G u G ??? G u G u G ??? ) 0.1 2 k kq1
 .  4`Let u x be the pointwise limit function of the sequence u . We havek 1
2qa  . nu g C ;k and u x G 0 ; x g R .k
2qa  n.We now prove that u g C R and is consequently a solution of Eq.loc
 .  .1 . To show the smoothness of the limiting function u x , we attempt to
follow the same argument as in Theorem 1. Note that now our solution
 4`sequence u is monotone decreasing and thus does not have a uniformk 1
positive lower bound like the u in Theorem 1. However, the sameN
argument will go through, provided that a positive lower bound is assumed
for any ball in Rn. To achieve this, we need to consider only two cases
 .  .concerning the neighborhood of an arbitrarily chosen point x : i p x so o
 .  .0; ii p x ) 0. In what follows we show that in either case we can find ao
 4ball centered at x such that the sequence u is uniformly bounded.o k
 .  .  .Suppose p x s 0. By H1 , there exists a ball B x , r such thato o
 .  .  .  .p x ) 0 on ­ B x , r . Let x be any point on ­ B x , r and B x, r be ao o
ball centered at x of radius r that does not contain any of the zeros of
 .  .p x . By Lemma 1, 1 has a unique positive solution, which we call u, in
 . w  .V s B x, r vanishing on the boundary ­ V. We have Du q p x q
yg < <. x  .c x rk u G 0. That is, u is a lower solution of 8 . Application of the
maximum principle yields that u G u for all k. Write e s min u ) 0.k B x, rr2.
Since ­ V is bounded, it can be covered by finitely many such balls. Let e
be the minimum of all such e . Then we have u G e for all k along thek
boundary ­ V. We claim that this is in fact true for all x g V. If not, say
 .  .e y u ) 0 at some point in V for some k. Then e y u must attain ak k
 .positive maximum at a point in V, where D e y u F 0. On the otherk
 . w  .  < <. x ghand, D e y u s 0 q p x q c x rk u ) 0, a contradiction. Thusk k
` 4we have a uniform lower bound e for u in V.k 1
 .  .Suppose p x ) 0. Since p x is continuous, we can find a ball of someo
 .radius, say r ) 0, centered at x such that p x ) 0 ; x g B x , r . By .o o
 .  .Lemma 1, 1 has a unique positive solution, say u , in B x , r thato o
 .  .vanishes on ­ B x , r . Clearly u is a lower solution of 8 . The maximumo o
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principle again implies that u G u for all k. We can assume thatk o
 .u G u G e in B x , r r2 for some e . Since x was arbitrarily chosen,k o o o o o o
we have shown that for any x g Rn, there exists a ball of some positive
 4`radius centered at this point where the sequence u has a uniformk 1
 .positive lower bound. By the analysis given above, we have that u x g
2qa  n.  .  .C R and u x is a positive solution of 1 .loc
To prove uniqueness, we assume that u and ¨ are two positive solutions
 .of 1 that vanish at infinity. As in Theorem 1, we need only show that
n  .y1 < <u F ¨ ; x g R . Let z s ¨ q e 1 q r , where e ) 0 and r s x . Sup-
< <pose there is a point at which u y z ) 0. Since u y z ª 0 as x ª `, we
 .nknow that max u y z exists and is positive. At that point we haveR
 .  . yg yg .  .y3w u ) z ) ¨ , 0 G D u y z s yp x u y ¨ y e 1 q r 2 y n y
. . .x 1 rr 1 q r ) 0, a contradiction. Hence u F z. That is, u F ¨ q e 1 q
y1.r for all e ) 0, which yields u F ¨ .
 .H2 IS NEARLY OPTIMAL
 .Theorem 1 shows that H2 is sufficient for the existence of the unique
 .  .solution of Eq. 1 . The following theorem shows that condition H2 is
nearly necessary.
THEOREM 3. Suppose p is a positi¨ e radial function that is continuous on
Rn and satisfies
`
tp t dt s `. .H
0
 .Then Eq. 1 has no positi¨ e radial solution that decays to zero near infinity.
 .  .Proof. Suppose 1 has such a solution, u r . Then
n y 1
Y X ygu r q u r s yp r u r . .  .  .  .
r
 .Integrating this equation as we did 4 produces
r z1yn ny1 ygu r s u 0 y z s p s u s ds dz . 9 .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
Since u is positive, we get
r z1yn ny1 ygz s p s u s ds dz F u 0 for all r G 0. 10 .  .  .  .H H
0 0
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Thus the left side of this equation has a finite limit as r ª `. However,
 .  .  .  .Eq. 9 yields u r F u 0 for all r G 0. Using this in inequality 10
produces
r zyg 1yn ny1u 0 z s p s ds dz F u 0 for all r ) 0. .  .  .H H
0 0
However, we can use integration by parts and L'Hopital's rule as we did in
 . .proving that the integral in 6 is finite to rewrite this as
r
1qglim tp t dt F u 0 - `, .  .H
rª` 0
contradicting the hypothesis.
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